


















STEAM教育（Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics Education）?小・中・高等学校を一貫
した技術教育課程（Curriculum in Technology Education through Elementary and Upper Secondary School）?
技術ガバナンス力（Competency for Technological Governance）?技術イノベーション力（Competency for 
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An Improvement of Coherent Tables of Learning Attainment 
Targets to Make Learners Develop Technological Governance and 
Innovative Competency through Elementary, Lower and Secondary 




In accordance with a STEM/STEAM educational promotion which has been a pressing educational problem of the 
Japanese Government, the purpose of this paper is to propose an improvement of coherent tables of learning attainment 
targets in technology subjects, to make learners develop technological governance competency ?for technological assessment, 
choice, management and use? and innovative competency ?for technological improvement and application to support 
technological development in an independent way and towards innovation? through Elementary, Lower and Secondary 
Schools.  Technological innovation and government competency are emphasized by a technological field of “technology and 
home economics” subject teachers’ guidelines in lower secondary school edited by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, 
Science and Technology in 2018.  Their “table of education 2?1: on the way to in which technology education is peculiar and 
curriculum process standard” and “table of education 2?2: Technology curriculum standard of the appropriate value and 
utilization ability of technology” suggested by Isobe and Yamazaki ?2013? were all improved by this research.  The 
technological point of view and the way of thinking Yamazaki et al. ?2016? proposed ?technological, logically critically 
creatively, the thinking power? were consulted by in this research.   This paper is also referred to “Design and Technology” 
and “Computing” subjects of 2014 year revised in the national curriculum in England, etc.  After that investigation, this 
paper is to suggests the improvement of coherent tables of learning attainment targets in technology subjects, to make 
learners develop technological governance competency and innovative competency through Elementary, Lower and Upper 
Secondary Schools.
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